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Which Logitech Lapdesk or Cooling Pad Is Right For You?
Find even more at logitech.com

IF THIS SOUNDS LIKE YOU: WE RECOMMEND

You’re primarily concerned with  
keeping laptop heat away from your 
body while working at your home 
office, relaxing on the couch, or 
looking up recipes in the kitchen.

Logitech Cooling Pad N100
It’s built for heat protection and 
optimal air flow with a USB powered 
fan that distributes air evenly and 
quietly under the notebook case.

You like to use your laptop on your  
lap all around the house and on 
the go, but also love to use an 
external mouse (you know, instead 
of the one built into your laptop).

Logitech Portable Lapdesk N315
It’s made to go with you wherever  
you go (aka “ultra portable”) plus its  
got this really cool slide out tray for  
extra comfortable “mousing”.

You crave comfort while using your 
laptop wherever you are at home... 
the couch, your favorite chair, or  
even laying in bed.

Logitech Comfort Lapdesk
It’s Logitech’s most comfortable  
lapdesk with a soft mesh underside  
that’s oh so comfy on your lap.

You want to keep your lap cool  
and comfortable and want great  
sound while watching movies,  
playing games, or cranking  
your tunes.

Logitech Speaker Lapdesk N700
It’s all-in-one fun with a soft foam  
underside for comfort and heat  
protection, plus it has awesome  
HD 2.0 spakers built righ in!

WORKS WITH

• PC and Mac notebooks  
with up to a 17-inch display

Logitech®

Comfort Lapdesk  
for Notebooks

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

• Logitech Comfort Lapdesk 

• 3-year limited  
hardware warranty

Thin, streamlined profile
Looks good in any room and 
can be stored neatly near your 
couch or bed.

Heat-shielding  
4-layer design 
Keeps laptop heat away  
from your body.

Stable, lightweight design
Lets you use your notebook 
comfortably anywhere around 
your home.

12-degree angled riser
Raises your laptop to the ideal 
angle for more comfortable 
typing and viewing.

FEATURE AT A GLANCE

Room-to-room laptop comfort  
Using your laptop around your house is about to feel a lot  

more comfortable. This lightweight lapdesk helps you keep  

cool and comfy—on the sofa, floor, bed or wherever you  

want to curl up with your laptop at home. 

COLORS

• Available in two colors:  
dark gray and light gray


